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Subpart 753.1 - General

753.107 Obtaining forms.

Subpart 753.2 - Prescription of Forms

753.270 Prescription of USAID forms.

Subpart 753.3 - Illustration of Forms

753.300 Scope of subpart.

Parent topic: SUBCHAPTER H - CLAUSES AND FORMS

Subpart 753.1 - General

753.107 Obtaining forms.

Copies of any USAID Form referenced in the AIDAIR may be obtained from the U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, DC 20523-0001, Attention: M/AS/ISS, Distribution, Room B-929 N.S., or from the cognizant contracting officer.

Subpart 753.2 - Prescription of Forms

753.270 Prescription of USAID forms.

The requirements for use of USAID forms are contained in parts 701 through 752 where the subject matter applicable to the form is addressed.

Subpart 753.3 - Illustration of Forms

753.300 Scope of subpart.

USAID forms are not illustrated in the AIDAR. Copies of any USAID form prescribed in the AIDAR may be obtained as provided in 753.107.